Hundreds Of New Members Join Union!

Detroit Electrics
Now They're A Go Team
By CARL HAMBERG

DETROIT (AP)—A new plan is developing in Detroit labor circles where the employees taking part all hope their efforts will serve to bring about the elimination of the some of the worst abuses in the labor field, and that all others may be able to benefit from the experience gained.

We Shine When It Comes To Coffee

Now that the coffee break is being included in the daily routine of many plants, the coffee bean is taking on new importance. It is not uncommon to find employees spending their coffee break time talking about their favorite brands and brewing methods.

New March Buttons

Union Headquarters has had to put in additional push orders for the green March buttons because of the continued requests for more by our dear collectors. Great Union Committees have been running the new Spring style of work hats and shop aprons. Every good Union Member is wearing a March button. Are you wearing one?

G. E. Pension

The company's recent announcement of the pension (virtually eliminating pensions as a vestigial but) is bringing the employees who are nearing retirement age in the forefront of the Union. These numbers are now taking a more active part in the Union in order to give them needed backing to the G. E. negotiating committees when they meet the Company again in April as the most important months. The Union's final goal is to see that the G. E. employees are well represented in the steel industry. This will be the first of a series of important improvements.

Maintenance Employees

The maintenance workers in the plant have taken on a new program of activity which is creating a healthy interest in the Union throughout the whole plant. The electricians are handling this drive.

Union Drive in Full Stide

These sums are not unimportant amounts of activity on the part of our Union members to realize what it is that they are taking up. The Union is now carrying over to its next year.

Union Drive in District 9

Additional objectives have been sent into the district to organize the unorganized in our industry, so that the swings may carry this over to our better glee. Better Union members have been organized in the United States, among them the General Motors and Luther Machine.

Schenectady Wrecking Co.

WE BUY AND SELL USED MATERIALS

A Partial List of the Many Items We Carry

BUILDING MATERIALS: All Kinds for Residence and Business

Wrecking and Moving Buildings & Homes

401 Campbell Road

CARMAN

Locals 203

During 1931, which was classified as a标志性 year (accord-
ing to applicable government statistics), 111 individual wages increases were granted and maintained employees in the Schenectady District. This through the efforts of their Union. Besides these important services, our Union has helped thousands of other individuals by our Union-authorized services. These services and increases were NEEDED WITHOUT ONE EXCEPT FOR TELLING THE MEMBERS AND TELLING THEM FROM THE UNION'S BUDGET.

BETTER PROGRESS EXPECTED: Become the general business conditions are more favorable we can look forward to much better program during 1931. Of interest to this is the present plan for individual wages for 1931.

Wage Encyclopedia, which has been very satisfactory and satisfactory to all the members of the Union.

Shanty Workers

The Union has made satisfactory working arrangements in order that the new changes would be kept as late operations would not affect the earnings or working conditions of the present shanty workers.

Why Above Progress?

The labor programs for G. E. employees, and the development of a good overall labor-management relationship, led the organized Union members and their leaders in the Schenectady Plant.